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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of single-energy metal artifact reduction (SEMAR)
for metal artifacts using CT images reconstructed with adaptive iterative dose reduction three
dimensional (AIDR3D) and advanced intelligent clear-IQ engine (AiCE) in calibration-�eld of view of
various sizes. A prosthetic hip joint was arranged at the center of the phantom. The phantom images
were scanned by changing calibration-�eld of view of 320 mm and 500 mm, and were reconstructed
using �ltered back-projection (FBP), AIDR3D, and AiCE with and without SEMAR, respectively. The metal
artifact reduction with SEMAR was evaluated by calculated the relative artifact index value and visual
scores in degree of artifact by seven radiology technologists. Relative artifact index of FBP, AIDR3D, and
AiCE with 320 mm/500 mm calibration-�eld of views were 10.2/10.0, 16.3/16.4, and 17.8/17.9 without
SEMAR, 3.3/3.1, 2.6/2.5, and 2.3/2.0 with SEMAR, respectively. Visual scores were not signi�cantly
different between 320 mm and 500 mm calibration-�eld of views in all reconstruction methods. The
effect of metal artifact reduction was not affected by calibration-�eld of view sizes in the SEMAR
combined with AIDR3D or AiCE.

Introduction
Computed tomography (CT) examination is commonly used to detect postoperative total hip
arthroplasties (THA). However, metal artifacts from the arti�cial hip joint in THA patients disturb
postoperative diagnosis of surrounding tissues and bones [1]. The cause of metal artifacts are beam-
hardening, extensive photon starvation, and scatter [2]. Various methods are used to reduce metal
artifacts, including alteration of image reconstruction method [3], scanning with a dual-energy CT [4, 5],
and using metal artifact reduction software [1, 3, 5–11].

Single-energy metal artifact reduction (SEMAR; Canon Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan) is a metal
artifact reduction software designed for CT scanners of Canon Medical Systems. SEMAR uses a metal
inpainting technique that applies forward projections, tissue classi�cation, and back projections in the
raw data. It has been reported that SEMAR reduces metal artifacts in various �elds such as orthopedics
[1, 5–7], endovascular aortic repair devices [11], pacemaker [3], dentistry [6, 8], and coil embolization [6].
On the other hand, it has been reported that SEMAR has a different metal artifact reduction effect
depending on the shape of the metal [6], image reconstruction methods [9], and the scan parameters [3, 7,
10]. Andersson et al. [5] have indicated that the creation of new artifacts are particularly obvious when the
SEMAR algorithm is combined with iterative reconstruction (IR). Furthermore, it has been shown that the
metal artifact reduction effect of SEMAR in CT images reconstructed with �ltered back-projection (FBP) is
affected by calibration-�eld of view (C-FOV) size [7]. However, it is not clear whether the metal artifact
reduction effect of SEMAR in CT images reconstructed with IR or deep learning reconstruction (DLR) is
affected by C-FOV size. In particular, commercially available DLR for CT of Canon, advanced intelligent
clear-IQ engine (AiCE, Canon Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan), is trained to differentiate signal from
noise and can suppress noise. Therefore, it is necessary to con�rm the metal artifact reduction effect
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using SEMAR combined with AiCE because AiCE may affect artifacts. As a result, we investigated the
effect of SEMAR on the size of C-FOVs and the choice of reconstruction methods.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of SEMAR for metal artifacts using CT images
reconstructed with DLR and IR in C-FOV of various sizes.

Materials And Methods

Phantom design
A cylindrical phantom made from acrylic and arti�cial hip joint were used in this study (Fig. 1). The
diameter and length of the phantom were 216 mm and 186 mm. The arti�cial hip joint consisted of the
alloclassic stem (titanium), the durasul head (alumina ceramic) and the IOI bipolar cup (polyethylene).
The arti�cial hip joint was �xed at the center of the phantom �lled with water.

Ct Image Acquisition
The CT images were performed using a 80-detector row CT scanner (Aquilion PRIME SP; Canon Medical
Systems, Otawara, Japan) in this study. the CT acquisition parameters were as follows: acquisition mode,
helical; gantry rotation time, 0.5 s/rotation; C-FOVs, 320 and 500 mm; tube voltage, 120 kV; tube current,
75 mAs with C-FOV size of 320 mm and 90 mAs with C-FOV size of 500 mm (tube currents of two C-FOV
sizes were set to standard deviation (SD) value of 10 for the water CT value of the phantom without
arti�cial hip joint); number of scans, 10. Reconstruction conditions were slice thickness of 5.0 mm,
display-FOV of 250 mm, and FC03 kernel (i.e. soft-tissue kernel). CT images were reconstructed with FBP,
adaptive iterative dose reduction three dimensional (AIDR3D, Canon Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan),
and AiCE, with and without SEMAR, respectively.

Objective Analysis
Quantitative image analysis was calculated using the free software package ImageJ (NIH) [12].
Rectangle regions of interest (ROIs) were placed around the arti�cial hip joint and in a metal implant-free
slice to measure the standard deviation (SD) of the CT value in these ROIs (Fig. 2). The relative artifact
index (AIr) was calculated using the measured SDs by the following formula:

AIr =
SDA

2 − SDB
2

SDB

1

√
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SD A and SDB indicate the SD values around the arti�cial hip joint and the background SD values,
respectively [13].

Takada et al. [13] indicated that AIr, which divided artifact index (AI) of Eq. (2) by the SD value of the
background, can evaluate quantitative artifact amount independent of image noise.

AI = SDA
2 − SDB

2

2

AI is de�ned not by the ratio of SDs in the metal artifact image and the background image, but by the
difference between those of SDs [7–10, 13]. Therefore, CT images with high image noise increase the
difference between the SDs of the metal artifact image and the SDs of the background image. In other
words, it may not be possible to determine whether �uctuations in the AI values are affected by metal
artifacts or image noise. In this study, which evaluated metal artifacts by changing the reconstruction
methods and C-FOVs size, the image noise of the CT images in this analysis depends on the
reconstruction methods and C-FOVs size. Therefore, the AIr was used to evaluate the degree of metal
artifacts in this study.

Subjective Image Analysis
Seven radiology technologists (13 ± 5.8 years of experience, two of them were quali�ed as Japanese
certifying organization of X-ray CT technologists for radiological technologists) were included in the
subjective image analysis. All images were presented on a monochrome liquid crystal display monitor
with scan data and reconstruction algorithms blinded for independent assessment of images. Total
degree of artifacts was evaluated using a �ve-point scale (1 = no artifacts, 2 = mild artifacts, 3 = moderate
artifacts, 4 = strong artifacts and 5 = extensive artifacts) [3].

Statistical analysis
Calculated values are presented as mean ± SD. Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was used to compare the C-
FOVs between M and L and the reconstruction methods between FBP, AIDR3D, and AiCE. All statistical
analysis was performed using the software package easy R (EZR) [14]. A p value of < 0.05 was
statistically considered signi�cant.

Results

Objective image analysis
Table 1 shows the results of objective image analysis with the AIr. Mean AIr of FBP, AIDR3D, and AiCE
with 320 mm/500 mm C-FOVs were 10.2/10.0, 16.3/16.4, and 17.8/17.9 without SEMAR, 3.3/3.1, 2.6/2.5,

√
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and 2.3/2.0 with SEMAR, respectively. The AIrs of all reconstruction methods with SEMAR were lower
than those of AIrs without SEMAR (p < 0.05) (Table 2). The AIr of FBP with 500 mm C-FOV was lower than
the AIr of FBP with 320 mm C-FOV with and without SEMAR (p < 0.05) (Table 1). There were no signi�cant
differences between 320 mm and 500 mm C-FOVs in AIrs of AIDR3D and AiCE. There were signi�cant
differences in all reconstruction combinations (FBP vs AIDR3D, FBP vs AiCE, and AIDR3D vs AiCE) with
and without SEMAR (p < 0.05) (Table 3).

Table 1
Detailed results of objective image analysis.

SEMAR Reconstruction method AIr value

(320 mm C-FOV)

AIr value

(500 mm C-FOV)

P value

(320 vs 500 mm)

OFF FBP 10.2 ± 3.3 10.0 ± 3.2 P < 0.05

  AIDR3D 16.3 ± 6.1 16.4 ± 6.1 n.s.

  AiCE 17.8 ± 6.7 17.9 ± 6.8 n.s.

ON FBP 3.3 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 0.2 P < 0.05

  AIDR3D 2.6 ± 0.8 2.5 ± 0.6 n.s.

  AiCE 2.3 ± 1.1 2.0 ± 0.5 n.s.

SEMAR single-energy metal artifact reduction, AIr relative artifact index, C-FOV calibration-�eld of view,
FBP �ltered back-projection, AIDR3D adaptive iterative dose reduction three dimensional, AiCE
advanced intelligent clear-IQ engine, n.s. not signi�cant

Table 2
The result of signi�cant test at SEMAR OFF and ON in AIr value.

  P value (SEMAR OFF vs ON)

  320 mm C-FOV 500 mm C-FOV

FBP P < 0.05 P < 0.05

AIDR3D P < 0.05 P < 0.05

AiCE P < 0.05 P < 0.05

SEMAR single-energy metal artifact reduction, AIr relative artifact index, C-FOV calibration-�eld of view,
FBP �ltered back-projection, AIDR3D adaptive iterative dose reduction three dimensional, AiCE
advanced intelligent clear-IQ engine, n.s. not signi�cant
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Table 3
The result of signi�cant test at each reconstruction method in AIr value.

C-FOV size Reconstruction method With SEMAR Without SEMAR

320 mm FBP vs AIDR3D P < 0.05 P < 0.05

  FBP vs AiCE P < 0.05 P < 0.05

  AIDR3D vs AiCE P < 0.05 P < 0.05

500 mm FBP vs AIDR3D P < 0.05 P < 0.05

  FBP vs AiCE P < 0.05 P < 0.05

  AIDR3D vs AiCE P < 0.05 P < 0.05

AIr relative artifact index, C-FOV calibration-�eld of view, SEMAR single-energy metal artifact reduction,
FBP �ltered back-projection. AIDR3D adaptive iterative dose reduction three dimensional, AiCE
advanced intelligent clear-IQ engine

Subjective Image Analysis
Table 4 shows the results of subjective image analysis. Mean score degree of artifacts of FBP, AIDR3D,
and AiCE with 320 mm/500 mm C-FOVs were 4.9/4.9, 4.0/4.0, and 4.0/4.0 without SEMAR, 3.9/3.9,
3.0/2.9, and 2.0/2.0 with SEMAR, respectively. There were no signi�cant differences between 320 mm
and 500 mm C-FOVs in all reconstructions. AiCE with SEMAR images were rated as having signi�cantly
lower score of degree of artifacts than FBP and AIDR3D with SEMAR images (p < 0.05) (Table 5).

Table 4
Detailed results of subjective image analysis.

SEMAR Reconstruction method Artifact score

(320 mm C-FOV)

Artifact score

(500 mm C-FOV)

P value

(320 vs 500 mm)

OFF FBP 4.9 ± 0.4 4.9 ± 0.4 n.s.

  AIDR3D 4.0 ± 0.0 4.0 ± 0.0 n.s.

  AiCE 4.0 ± 0.0 4.0 ± 0.0 n.s.

ON FBP 3.9 ± 1.1 3.9 ± 1.1 n.s.

  AIDR3D 3.0 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 0.4 n.s.

  AiCE 2.0 ± 0.0 2.0 ± 0.0 n.s.

SEMAR single-energy metal artifact reduction, C-FOV calibration-�eld of view, FBP �ltered back-
projection, AIDR3D adaptive iterative dose reduction three dimensional, AiCE advanced intelligent
clear-IQ engine, n.s. not signi�cant
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Table 5
The result of signi�cant test at each reconstruction method in artifact score.

C-FOV size Reconstruction method With SEMAR Without SEMAR

320 mm FBP vs AIDR3D n.s. P < 0.05

  FBP vs AiCE P < 0.05 P < 0.05

  AIDR3D vs AiCE P < 0.05 n.s.

500 mm FBP vs AIDR3D n.s. P < 0.05

  FBP vs AiCE P < 0.05 P < 0.05

  AIDR3D vs AiCE P < 0.05 n.s.

C-FOV calibration-�eld of view, SEMAR single-energy metal artifact reduction, FBP �ltered back-
projection. AIDR3D adaptive iterative dose reduction three dimensional, AiCE advanced intelligent
clear-IQ engine, n.s. not signi�cant

Discussion
This study evaluated the effects of SEMAR for metal artifacts using CT images reconstructed with DLR
and IR in different C-FOV sizes. In the objective evaluation, there were no signi�cant differences between
320 mm and 500 mm C-FOVs in AIrs of AIDR3D and AiCE. In the subjective evaluation, there were no
signi�cant differences between 320 mm and 500 mm C-FOVs in all reconstructions. We found that the
effect of SEMAR for metal artifacts using CT images reconstructed with AIDR3D and AiCE are not altered
by the C-FOV sizes.

In this study, using SEMAR reduced AIr value and improved the subjective score of metal artifact with all
reconstruction methods and all C-FOV sizes. Various authors have indicated that the SEMAR can reduce
metal artifacts in patients with orthopedic prostheses [1, 5–7], endovascular aortic repair devices [11],
pacemaker [3], dental prostheses [6, 8], and embolization coils [6] under a variety of image acquisitions.
Similarly, we considered that SEMAR could improve image quality with reduced metal artifacts in CT
images with all reconstruction methods and all C-FOV sizes.

Focusing on the change of C-FOV sizes, the AIr of FBP was affected by C-FOV sizes. It has been reported
that the metal artifact-reducing effects of SEMAR using FBP is affected by C-FOV sizes, supporting the
result of this study [7]. we considered this to be due to the bow-tie �lter and the number of detectors in a
CT instrument used in this study depend on the C-FOV sizes. The X-ray effective energy of 320 mm C-FOV
is higher than that of 500 mm C-FOV because of differences in the bow-tie �lter [15]. We considered that
the high X-ray effective energy caused beam hardening that read to reducing the number of photons
reaching the detector and increasing the metal artifacts of 320 mm C-FOV. Furthermore, we considered
that the change in the synogram with the change in the number of detectors affected the reconstruction
process of SEMAR.
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In the other hand, the AIr of AIDR3D and AiCE were not affected by C-FOV sizes. This result in the AIr of
AIDR3D could be attributed to the effect of AIDR3D for noise or artifact reduction and the creation of new
artifacts [5]. The creation of new artifacts when using SEMAR combined with AIDR3D has previously
been reported [5]. In the AiCE, we considered that this result in the AIr of AiCE was obtained because the
teacher data used in the AiCE reconstruction process may be the same regardless of the C-FOV sizes.
However, it remains unclear how the SEMAR reconstructed images will be affected when SEMAR is
combined with AIDR3D or AiCE.

In this subjective study, there were no signi�cant differences in the metal artifact scores between 320 mm
and 500 mm C-FOVs with all reconstructions. We considered that the metal artifact reduction effect of CT
images reconstructed with AiCE and AIDR3D, which showed no signi�cant differences in C-FOV sizes in
both objective and subjective image analysis, may not be affected by C-FOV sizes.

the AIr value and the metal artifact score using SEMAR combined with AiCE were lower than combined
with other reconstruction methods. Therefore, the optimal choice of reconstruction methods for metal
artifact reduction may be with SEMAR combined with AiCE.

This study has limitations. First, this phantom was composed without bones or hip joint on the other side
and did not account for the effect of body shape. More accurate assessment, taking into account the
effect of body shape and streak artifacts with hip joints on the both sides, may be obtained using an
anthropomorphic phantom with a simulated bones and hip joint on both sides. Second, we used a single
CT scanner in this study. The effect of metal artifact reduction is dependent on the reconstruction
algorithm of each other CT vendors [5]; therefore, it does not always show the same results as this study.

Conclusion
In conclusion, SEMAR enabled a signi�cant reduction of metal artifact caused by the arti�cial hip joint in
all reconstruction methods and C-FOV sizes. SEMAR combined with AiCE more effective at reducing
metal artifacts than SEMAR combined with FBP or AIDR3D. In the SEMAR combined with FBP, the effect
of metal artifact reduction was affected by C-FOV sizes. In the SEMAR combined with AIDR3D or AiCE,
the effect of metal artifact reduction was not affected by C-FOV sizes.
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Figure 1

The phantom with arti�cial hip joint in the center.

Figure 2

The experimental setup diagram of (a) ROIs around the arti�cial hip joint and (b) ROI in the metal
implant-free slice.


